were too much to bear so hence a second tour of duty in
Hong Kong.
His relief, the editor in chief of this misguided print
Ssgt Carl Montgomery arrived from Norway in the
earnest expectation of some warm and beautiful
sunshine to help maintain his tan, but incongruous as it
may seem, the rain even seeps in at 4 am through the
bedroom ceiling in a valiant but vain attempt to change
his complexion. The only sobering thought “ Kenya here
I come” to recharge those cells.
Pte Andy Bayford is fresh out of College, the ensuing
dialogue elicits the follow ing theme—Staff why is it what
we were taught at the Training Centre tends to be
different when we join a Battalion? At this juncture the
rest of the Pay Team froze tem porarily. Staff after a few
moments deliberation replies—well you see . . .
Ssgt John Fitzgerald wears the same cap-badge but
very painstakingly points out that he has nothing to do
with PAYE but VAT and to add to the confusion he hails
from Scotland. What a pity he did not take up the
whiskey business for the lads.

Instead o f flack jackets concrete blocks w ill now
be issued.

Don’t say it Please! The Paymaster was the beginning
and is the end of the Pay Corps personalities. He is a
man of all seasons: squash, running, walking, inspiring—
don’t ask me what, tennis, and above all the joy of his
heart FISHING, why even the other day he went in fully
clothed.

“I wish they’d stop making all those aw ful bangs so
I can get on and read my book.”

GATE SECTION
The beer m ust get through.

As the Battalion tour comes to a close, the successful
way in which the Gate Section have carried out their
duties has been a comfort to the head of most families.
The polite and cheerful manner in which they have
carried out their un-g lamourous and sometimes boring
tasks have been a credit to the Battalion.
I can’t mention all the lads, but I think a special
mention for LCpl Slim Beaman, who assures us that he is
losing weight, LCpl Pete Cohen, R e Finch and R e
Robinson who have been with the Gate Section fo r
most of the tour.
While up at the Security Office, Cpl Gap Dale is busy
using the battalion issue of fablon making new car
passes for wives that have lost them for the third and
fourth time. We must not forget R e Golds who can be
found chatting the Green Finches up on the phone most
of the day when he’s not making tea for Sir.

No, my ant won.

THE
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With approx four weeks to go, well done lads and
keep up the good work.
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ALPHA
COMPANY
The last few months have seen a happy balance between
operations and training activity. Bursts of sometimes
violent activity in the town have been punctuated by
happy days spent at Ballykinler and particularly at
Magilligan. Not that operations haven’t been happy, just
ask 3 Platoon if they enjoyed the balmy night of 10th
July. Pocketscope batteries were not the only items in
need of recharging—right Taylor? Ask the CQMS if he’s
come across any nut-crackers in the Clonard!

More congratulations, to Sgt Smith on his promotion;
to Cpl Hillier on achieving a distinction on the Depot
Skill at Arms Course; to LCpls Smith and Flower on both
achieving 1st place on their respective NCO’s cadres.
The Foster Trophy is now on display so that other
Companies may see what it looks like. Well done also to
LCpls Martin and Holmes who also achieved very
creditable placings.

The two trips to Magilligan at the beginning of June
and at the end of August were both bathed in sunshine.
1 Platoon concealed themselves on exercise, not by
digging but by evicting bunnies from their rabbit/boltholes. Perhaps if there had been a “bunnyweight" class
in the Inter-Company Boxing Competition Mr Scragg
would have won it. Who said that the CSM has a loading
guage in his office and that anyone who passes beneath
it goes to 1 Platoon?

Welcomes now, to Sgt Shenton—no sooner here than
off to Brecon!—to LCpl Ranford now that James Hunt
has eased away to the MT (he was lethal enough with a
typewriter—let alone the POL point), to Cpl Cussons
who has done so much for the Company before he
joined it; to the members of the Bisley squad who
introduced themselves to the OC two months after he
joined the Company, and finally to many young soldiers
who have settled so well into the spirit of the Company.

If the boxers failed to strike a blow this time,
congratulations are due to the Rugby and Football teams
who both won their respective inter-company competi
tions. Congratulations also to the shooting team which
gave C Company such a fright. It has been said that
C Company could not have had a Church Sunday yet
because they’ve not had time to practice for it.

Sadly, at the end of the tour many w ill leave the
Company, unfortunately they are too numerous to
mention individually, but we all wish you good luck
wherever you go in the future and thank you for
contributing so much to the work and spirit of
A Company.

1 PLATOON
A k illin g — 1 Platoon involved! A dramatic start to the
summer. The incident involved two sheep and a section
of 1 Platoon on the ranges at Magilligan. The sheep
suffered fatal wounds and so 1 Platoon claimed their first
victims of the tour. Our patience had been rewarded!
The only other incident was the kidnapping of our
platoon commander by 3 Platoon, who demanded a
crate of beer as ransom. 1 Platoon acted calmly, flatly
refused to pay the ransom, and carried on watching
"Raid on Entebbe” !
The month of July brought many surprises to the
platoon, the main one being that of the extreme boredom
and frustration at not being deployed as often as we
would like. The end of the month brought another t our’
of B allykinler—here we relaxed and trained in conven
tional warfare, getting right back to the basics. Some of
the attempts at camouflage would have looked more in
place at a Paris fashion show! But we learnt from our
mistakes—hopeful ly !
Then came the anniversary of internment in August.
And it went! There was not much in the way of large
incidents, the big moment of internment for the platoon
being the find by R e Wilson of a nailbomb at Cupar
St/Lawnbrook junction (as a result of this find R e Wilson
became very unpopular with the command element of
the platoon—they had to forego their lunches!). The only
other thing to say about internment is that we managed
to fire 1 baton round and make 1 ‘lift’.

THE P O M P A D O U R

When the kissing had to stop!

Over the last couple of months some o f the platoon
have been on courses etc. LCpl Smith 37 came 1st on
his Potential NCO cadre, Cpl H illier finished 1st on the
Divisional Skill at Arms course and R e Flower won a
bronze medal at Bisley and was considered by Maj
Cooper to be the most improved shot— subsequent to
which he came 1st on the most recent Potential NCO
cadre and is now LCpl Flower.
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Our congratulations also go to LCpl Beaumont fo r
finding someone who loves him, and in managing to
‘con’ the lady into marrying him! We all wish her the best
of luck, and them both all the happiness they can cope
with.
The platoon has had to say goodbye to Sgt Pacey,
who has taken up recruiting in Leicester, but say hello to
Sgt Shenton. Many welcome newcomers have arrived
with the platoon since the last edition of The Pompadour
and we welcome them all to this happy band of
soldiers.

If anybody can inform 2 Platoon who set fire to the
Super Shop at 85b Falls Rd we would be most grateful
for the information.
We would also like to congratulate 3 Platoon on th e ir
first find—a pagan walking stick (or was it a sw ord—over
to you Monty).
The platoon has changed immensely over the last
couple of months. We would l ike to welcom e Cpl
‘Geordie’ Cussons back from the Depot via the Training
Wing. Also Ptes Steve Brown (an ex-para) and George
‘Wings' Hodgson (an ex-junior para and member of the
Army Air Corps), and finally R e Carl Douglas, who
rectified an earlier mistake by leaving 1 Platoon fo r us!
Alas we have had to say farewell to Sgt Ted Dexter
who has been posted to the ears, eyes and throat
department at the Depot. We shall also soon be saying
farewell to R e Kev Howlette who is to become a ‘M ister’
on 1 November 79.
The platoon’s congratulations go to Mrs Margaret
Barry on giving birth to Wesley, to Sgt Bill Soccer
Smith on his promotion and to LCpl Mick Whatton on
joining 2 Platoon. Lt Kemp decided that internm ent was
too much for him and left for the more friendly clim es of
the Platoon Commanders' Division at Warminster, where
they are going to make a soldier of him, ha! ha!
So without further ado, we bid you farewell.

CSM Sweeney on his way home after the Sgts Mess
Farewell Ball!

2 PLATOON
Well, it’s Pompadour Notes time again, and to set the ball
rolling we would like to congratulate R e Gary Hiett and
R e Steve Brown on com ing 1st and 2nd respectively on
the Regular Radio Users’ Cadre, and give out com m iser
ations to R e Paul Duffy who did n ’t complete his driving
cadre because, as he said, his glasses didn’t work.
However, the tour is com ing to a hopefully safe
conclusion.
The platoon has done it's fair share of the work over
the last couple of months, helping the Company to win
the inter-company football and rugby com petitions and
to a very respectable second in the Battalion Skil l at
Arms Competition.
We would like to send our thoughts to R e Steve
(ATO) Simmons, who promises to join the platoon
before we leave for England.
Now back to more serious things. Over the period of
internment the platoon was active in the town with ‘Just
My Luck’ Brandon and ‘W hoop-a-Daisy’ Duffy getting
the full shock of a blast incendiary. We notched up a
good record on the anniversary of internment, arresting
13 suspects and firing 56 baton rounds overall. We were
also involved in many searches and follow-ups plus one
or two other minor incidents. Due to some quick
reactions, a gunman missed LCpl Barry by some
6 inches with 3 rounds—I would hate to have done his
laundry after that incident!
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'Dead Right’ stew yet again.

3 PLATOON
The summer break has seen many changes in the team
that came so close to carrying o ff some m ajor prizes in
78/79 Football season. A complete rethink on the team's
organisation was called for by the Chairman of the Club,
following the stern disciplinary action taken by the F.A.
after allegations of unprofessional conduct during the
Deployment Challenge Cup semi finals.
The team enters the new season with an enlarged
team squad featuring some of the old stalwarts, and
many unfamiliar faces. The captaincy is still held by
Graham “Buzby" Hughes, who is negotiating a new
contract.
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A free transfer was given to Tony Johnson who has
joined a local non league team. Steve Leggett has been
suspended from league appearances for the next six
months follow ing his admission of “conduct prejudicial
to the good name of Association Football" to the F.A.
disciplinary committee. New signings Lenny Paul and
Mick Carpenter bring experience and a bit more colour
to the team’s game, if only for a short time.
‘Spud’ Taylor, ‘Jock’ Ford and ‘Psycho’ Carter are all
expected to request a move during the coming season,
which is also likely to include a Testimonial game for
Pat Lord after his return from being on loan to the
“ Desperadoes” fo r a brief period in the summer.
Team Manager Monty “Boots" Beaumont said;
"Plenty of young blood has been signed on as
apprentices by our scout, Paul Aujla, and it is only a
matter of time until the names of Faulkner, Graham, Day
and Tomson appear regularly in our first team.”
Promotions from the reserve team this season include
defender Kev “Biteyourlegs" Holmes and striker Tom
O’Grady. Midfield “witchdoctor" Tony Martin pairs up
with “Junior” Walker to feed the goalhungry duo of Bob
Hayward and Bill King. Keen competition is expected for
the No. 1 shirt between Tim Easlea and Polish signing
Wayne Okopskyl.
Injuries are still preventing “Smudger” Smith from
regaining top form, though he should pass a fitness test
early on in the season.
Team coaches, Bob Wade and Steve Neville, will have
the task o f building up the squad while the season is still
young, and are confident that the team will have a good
run in the Cup.
Rumours that Club Chairman Mike Lane is to retire
have been confirmed, and he is expected to hand over to
a younger man in the near future. He said “ It has been a
great privilege to have been associated with the club and
players, and I wish them every success in the future.”

"Phew, that was a pow erful one Sergeant Major!
TIMID TYPE: can’t pee if anyone if looking; pretends to,
sneaks back later.
NOISEY TYPE: whistles loudly, peeps over partition to
examine his neighbour.
INDIFFERENT TYPE: urinal full, pees in sink.
CLEVER TYPE: pees without holding person, shows off
by adjusting tie at same time.
FRIVOLOUS TYPE: pees around urinal, aims jet at flies.
ABSENT MINDED TYPE: opens jacket, pulls out tie,
pees himself.
COMMON TYPE: stands for a while, grunts, breaks
wind, walks out.
UNCOUTH TYPE: pees down leg into shoes, walks out
with flies open, adjusts underpants in street.
SNEAKY TYPE: breaks silent wind, sniffs, frowns at
bloke in next stall.
CHILDISH TYPE: looks down at bottom of urinal to
watch the bubbles.
PLAIN VAIN TYPE: undoes five buttons when only one
will do.
STRONG TYPE: bangs self on side of urinal to knock
off drops.
ENVIED TYPE: kicks end to knock off drops.
ADVENTUROUS TYPE: pees into flushing system,
shakes head to get backwash out of eyes.
SAVILLE TYPE: pees on shoes, wipes o ff with a silk
handkerchief.
DRUNK TYPE: pulls out self, sees two, puts one back
and pees himself.
SPORTY TYPE: tries to sink any matches and cigarettes
floating in the urinal.
BOASTFUL TYPE: holds himself with tw o hands when
one will do.
FRIENDLY TYPE: when stalls are full, squeezes in
alongside stranger, looks around and grins while
peeing on stranger’s shoes.

Maj Steele lays the egg at the start of the egg and
racket race.

P(EE) CHECK
WORRIED TYPE: makes furtive inspections o f your
person without peeing.
SOCIAL TYPE: joins pals for pee whether wanting one
o r not.
EXCITABLE TYPE: underpants twisted, can’t find flap,
pees down pants in temper.
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Yes, but it doesn't blend in with the Divis Flats does it.
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BRAVO
COMPANY
4 PLATOON
And as we approach the final month, morale in the
platoon remains high—aided no doubt by such ‘jo llie s’
as Bennett’s trip to Norway, Bruce’s driving cadre (didn’t
he do well) and the never ending stream of platoon and
company do’s.
Sgt ‘Kiwi’ Brett distinguished himself by being
banned from watching, playing, thinking or talking about
football—so we suggest his wife buys him a rugby ball
for Christmas.
If the aim is to enjoy oneself and have a happy tour
without anyone getting hurt we've almost achieved it—
its been a lot of fun!
The end is nigh, and as at the time of w riting there are
so many changes in the air it seems pointless to list all
the comings and goings. Sgt Smith is moving to England
to take up a post in re cruiting—we all wish him well and
thank him for his long contribution to four platoon.
Col and Tommo got married; heartfelt condolences to
their wives!
During the last four m onths (has it really been that
long since the last contribution) the platoon has
managed to escape involvement in any major incident.
We’ve had our successes notably in the inter platoon
6 a-side cricket com petition—and our disappointments,
but the platoon remains intact and insane.
A motorway VCP provided an interesting confronta
tion with a group of ‘H’ Block dem onstrators—who
decided to sit on the road in protest at Fusedale’s
interrogation methods.

The Platoon visited the Isle o f Man in July travelling
over in a Minesweeper. De Meyer has yet to give a good
explanation of how he managed to ‘lose’ £15 whilst
spending a night in the company of sailors. The day out
was greatly appreciated by everyone. M agilligan Ranges
provided an opportunity for members of the platoon to
show off their special skills—Salmon's belief that actions
speak louder than words was admirably demonstrated
by his ‘streak’ around camp. Finally we spent a week at
Fort Monagh helping out the ‘KOSBIES’ and LCpl
McClintock never stopped smiling.
The Turf remained relatively quiet during our short
stay and as a result we had an enjoyable time. The 'lurk'
on the last morning will be remembered for a long
time.

The temptation to allow Bartram to practice his
emergency stops was resisted. LCpl Armstrong has
made a name for him self as a dem olition expert
follow ing his exploits on Security Platoon—was it really
ATO who pressed the button? Power corrupts, absolute
power corrupts absolutely.
Jamie was placed in close arrest for expressing his
disagreement with Freeland Company's aggressive
posturing (Drill). He was subsequently tried and fined
five days RB’s (restriction o f biscuits). He is considering
making an appeal to Crufts.
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Irish identity parade; stand accused in the middle.
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5 PLATOON
5 PI had a shaky start to the tour when the PI Comd
Lt Currell was badly injured by a radio controlled bomb.
As we all know he made a m iraculous recovery, which
shows what type of fighting man he was, and is now
getting along nicely at the Depot.

During the tour the platoon was ca lle d on to do many
a tiring task, to name but a few ‘O p T ip ster’, ‘Op
Tonnage’, ‘Op Kermit’ ‘Op D rum stick’. But the most
remembered was the 8 weeks at N orth H ow ard Street,
followed close by the 3 days at Arm agh w h ic h was a nice
change, where a few members of the PI g o t back to some
old habits, like washing and shaving in cold water or
watering the flowers.

His replacement was Lt Aungiers (Busby) o f the AAC
who maintained the high standard of command which
the platoon was used to. He stayed with the platoon
fo r a few months, six in fact. Sharing the power of
command was Sgt Orton. Sgt Orton was replaced when
he went on posting by Sgt Carr, who is still serving with
the platoon. The score so far: 5 PI 0, Officers 3, Sgts 2
(must be a record). The third o ffice r to have the
pleasure? of command of the platoon was Lt Dean who
is away getting moulded into a fu lly fledged PI Comd,
but he did stay long enough in N Ireland to get his GSM.
He will be rejoining the PI in Colchester.

You can tell a man by the com pany he keeps.

D on't look now, Sir, b ut . . .

It has not all been work for there have been times
we can look back on with pride, like the tim e the GSM’s
were presented to the members of the P latoon by Major
B R Cornish, o r the tim e were there was lots o f tim e to
practise our antics, ie the game o f Risk, M aster M ind and
all the types of games soldiers like playing.

We would like to stir a few memories and remind you
o f the people who have left the PI to start a new and
better life in Civi street. They are big Ring Harris,
Daffie Davey, Jap Young, Jock Cam pbell our hero o f the
to u r MID and the future Mr Loveday, all w ho are still
being talked about?
They have been replaced by newly, highly trained
soldiers which has given the Platoon a complete face
lift, new face, new job, ideal fo r Colchester.

"Why do we always have to use A C o ys toilets,
Sarge?"
Now the tour is almost over we are lo o k in g forw ard to
a time when we can enjoy our social life w ith o u t the
w orry of booking in and out, we w ill how ever m iss all the
friends that we have made while we w e re serving in
Belfast.
The final thing that we w ill leave you w ith is:
“I'll play if you s in g "

THE POMPADOUR

OLD SOLDIERS NEVER DIE TH E Y PVR
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6 PLATOON
When I left the Chap’s Factory, 2 guiding principles
had been firm ly implanted in my brain:
1. When faced with any problem, think of the
simplest solution which is the easiest to put into
effect and has the least chance of going w r o n g then, discount it completely.
2. All soldiers are g uilty of anything and everything
until proven innocent.
Having served 7 months with 6 platoon I have had no
reason to change either of these opinions.
There have been quite a few changes in the platoon
since the last issue of the Pompadour. Cpl Blythe
staggered away from the Arm y in July. I tried to think of
a few farewell words of encouragement and desperately
attempted to extol his virtues and praise the loyal and
hardworking service he had given. However, since I
arrived, I have never seen him working. He said he had
been to Bisley or som ething—whatever that is. Purcell
has also left the Army. At his farewell drinks party he put
on a rather colourful display, which had a profound and
moving effect upon the Barmaid, if no one else.

6 Platoon when he returns. Cpl Dowling (the Arm agh
Skyliner) who successfully completed the Div SAA
Course, is soon to be married and has rather fo o lish ly
invited me to his wedding. I just can’t wait fo r the Padre
to say “ If there is any man present who knows of any
just . . .” . Lets hope he continues to perform in the
manner which has made him famous. LCpl Humphreys is
soon to transfer to the RMP, and in preparation fo r this,
has been practising arresting techniques on little brown
Irish dogs.
Watkins and Yardley are now fully qualified assault
pioneers. During the PNCO Cadre Lake (Smiler)
suffered a temporary loss of grin when seen running up
the hill. It was noted that sand was seen leaking out o f a
convenient hole in his webbing.
During the Platoon outings week, I discovered that it
is possible to become quite merry and sober again at
least 3 times a day for 4 days on the trot. However,
it takes considerably longer to fully recover. There is a
warning at Carrick-a-rede rope bridge to the effect that
only 2 persons are to cross at any time. 6 Platoon proved
this to be a clerical error merely fo r the guidance of wise
men.

LCpl Lawson signed out a Clark Kent o utfit and has
moved to the Gym. He is to return to the Platoon in
Colchester. Edwards came top on his Signals Cadre and
was promptly whisked away by the Signals Platoon. King
passed HGV and was posted to the MT. Young and Wurr
have gone to D Company.

Warning: Only two people are to cross at any one time.

The consequences of leaving 6 Platoon.

A fellow is almost tempted to encourage his boys to
do badly on cadres—it seems the only way to keep them
in the platoon. Cpl Hack has moved into my line of work
until the end of the tour, when he leaves the Army, and is
happily stacking sox and blankets with the Csgt. Botting
has been attached to the Medics and has spent his days
drinking tea, injecting sausages and fainting.
Sgt Dent, having passed his Heli Course, has been
seen running around the parade square sw inging a
GPMG Sling around his head practising e m p la n in g
drills. He has gone o ff to tackle Brecon—so watch out
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Some brave souls actually braved the elements and
walked around the Giants Causeway. Others preferred
the view of a postcard from the safety of the Hotel Bar.
Throughout the whole event LCpl Humphreys created
confusion in the kitchen whilst McIntyre at least tho u gh t
the scenery was "han'some” . We thought at one stage
that we had lost a Norwegian Container, but fortunately
someone looked in Bottings mouth. For those who enjoy
country pubs, you won’t find many around Lough Erne.
Try instead a bar with a boat underneath it. Returning
from the scene o f the crime, I had a rather serious
shaving accident. The stitches have since been removed
and there are hardly any scars at all, although I did need
to buy some new shoe laces. Golds g irlfrie n d slept
throughout the incident and fortunately all the p ho to 
graphic evidence has mysteriously disappeared, I am
pleased to say. We all thank Seamus for his tolerance.
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LCpls Humphreys, Young, Collett and Maddern
organised the boys to produce a stall for the Battalion
Fete. We would have made a reasonable profit had it not
been for the initiative of a six year old boy, who found an
easy way to make a quick fiver. Collett spent the night
before the Fete filin g the points of the darts. Young
raided Cpl Hack’s son's collection of toy soldiers to
create a ‘Guess how many in the Bottle' trick. This was
won by Miss Colchester. Some people will go to any
lengths to get their photograph taken with a pretty girl.

Spot the beer drinkers.

Finally, on a very sad note, the platoon was shocked
to hear of the death of R e Paul Wright, who was
ambushed by the IRA, in Belfast, on 8 Oct 79, with LCpl
Clarke (also of 6 platoon). Wright was a popular member
of the platoon and a first class soldier. He w ill be greatly
missed by all of us. Our best wishes go to LCpl Clarke
who is recovering, and our condolences to the Family of
Pte Wright.
“Can m y kids have their soldiers back now?"
said Cpl Hack.

It was a bit too much fun for Glynn, who strained his
back and earned himself a few days in hospital. Botting
and Newman volunteered for the Gentlemans Sport and
put up a jo lly good show at the Battalion Boxing
Com petition. Congratulations to Francis and Wife, who
have recently had a new addition to their family.
Hopefully, they will not have too many sleepless nights.
It takes me back a b it to when my mare had her first foal.
Gelder has rejoined the boys and after such a long
absence we had to explain, very slowly, what a rifle was
and what it was used for. He is gradually getting the
hang of it.
Welcome to the new faces; Cpl Lindsay has
introduced a new illness to the platoon Machine Fever;
LCpl Couldridge, who specializes in driving at high
speeds over sleeping policemen; Maddern, who joined
us from the Gym and can’t wait to go back has since
been posted to D Company; Williams, who is spending
three months with us just to see what it is like at the
sharp end before he leaves the Army; Warren, who
managed to slip away very quickly to the hills of Norway,
Mardlin, Larzic, Whittaker, Ames, and finally our Geordie
Warrior, Hughes.
Following the move to Colchester we can expect the
faces to change radically. All the old and bold will be
moving their lamps and sandbags to Support Company,
leaving very few who were with us at the beginning of the
tour. At present the platoon has just entered into the
season o f ‘Farewell to Ulster Parties' and as with the Irish
summer, it gets wetter as the season progresses. I have
become increasingly concerned about the calibre of
soldiers in 6 platoon—too many lager drinkers—I blame
comprehensive education.
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Who's nicked my fags?

The Doctor warned me about pulling things too hard.
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POMPADOURS IN BELFAST
MAY 78—NOV 79
OPERATIONS

Vehicle Patrols.

M otorway Sit-in.

Rural Operations.

the pompadour

The Kilmood Street Bombs.

no

e x p la n a t io n n e c e s s a r y .
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The Way Ahead.

Hoax Bomb at Palace Barracks.

Radio Checks.

P Checks

South Armagh Mud.

South Armagh Grass.

Operation Drumstick.

South Derry.

THE P O M P A D O U R
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CHARLIE
COMPANY
I am now coming to the end of my third tour as a
Company Commander. The first was with the "Tigers” ,
the second with the “ Poachers" and finally C Company
“The Pompadours". I have come to the conclusion that
there must be something in the old saying "third time
lucky” , for C Company w ithout a doubt has been the
best company I have had the fortune to command.
My wife and I would like to thank everyone for their
support over the last eighteen months. The magnificent

presentation which you made at the Company Party w ill
always remain a cherished possession and a reminder of
two very happy years.
The Company which forms up in Colchester on the
12th November 1979 will bear little resemblance to the
C Company I have known in BELFAST. I would like to
take this opportunity to wish all those who are departing
good luck in their new jobs.

BATTALION SHOOTING COMPETITION
When the last “ POMPADOUR” was still hot off the press,
C Company were planning their assault on the annual
inter Company Shooting Competition. CSgt KEVIN
DOLAN as OIC shooting set about the arduous task of
initiating Platoon Commanders and Sgts in the finer arts
of competition shooting. Eventually, some of his
knowledge managed to penetrate our skulls and after
several trials, a possible team arose.
Two very successful camps were held at Ballykinler,
where everyone enjoyed the break from duties. Due to
some clever wheeling and dealing by CSgt DOLAN, a
challenge was made to the COP of 2 Para, for a friendly
SLR and SMG match. Duly accepted. 2 Para gave us
quite a shock when they turned up led by an excellent
Bisley shot. After a hard mornings shooting, we just
managed to hold off the 2 Para challenge, and win the
SLR. Revenge was sweet for 2 Para in the SMG match,
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which they won by 36 points. But overall we managed to
win by a close margin the overall com petition. Following
the exchange of plaques a very “ happy hour” followed.
Well perhaps we could say we had no luck on the
actual two days of the competition. A Coy put the
pressure on and at lunch time on day two, with CSgt
RON MORTIMER trying to keep us cheerful, we sat
down to our highly decorated company table sure that
we had lost it by a point. That lunch time was like a wake.
It was with great relief that we learned afterwards that we
were still in with a chance. With HQ winning the section
match, we were confirmed winners.
Congratulations go to our whole team and especially
the individual winners; Ptes Stock, Taylor and B ullock.
Also Sgt Twell and his falling plate team, but m ostly to
CSgt Dolan for his excellent work and effort.
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FAREWELL DINNER
Feeling that after the efforts and pressures of the
shooting com petition everyone would like to relax, a
company dinner and disco was planned and held on
Sunday 23rd September. Thanks to some hard work by
members of the Company, especially Cpl “ Mush”
Heaton, the dining hall took on the resemblance of the
Savoy and on arrival the Company wives, girlfriends and
guests were treated to LCpl Steve Jacques home made
punch . . . WOW!

and his wife Pat all the best in Hertford. As this was the
last time that the present Company would be together, it
was decided that with the OC—Major Thompson, soon
to leave, it would be an ideal time to present him with
something to remember his two years with us. Suffice to
say, the secret was completely kept and the OC duly
shocked.

With CSgt Dilley Dolan leaving, it was an ideal time to
present him with a little souvenir and we wish both Kevin

Our thanks go especially to the lads in the cookhouse
for an excellent meal and also to all members of the band
for some stirring music.

The winning smile.

Mirror, m irror on the wall, who's the fairest of them all?

CAPEL CURIG
On the evening of Saturday 29th September, a seventeen
man party from Charlie Company commanded by CSgt
Alan Dent and assisted by Sgt Pete Lund-Conlon, set sail
aboard the BELFAST-LIVERPOOL ferry with a 4 tonner
and landrover fully laden with various items of adventure
training equipment.
The aim o f the exercise was to enjoy, during the six
hour period, a much healthier environment than Belfast
and to give soldiers ample opportunity to rediscover map
reading skills, practise hill walking and generally
acclimatise themselves with the Snowdon area.

Democratic Map Reading.
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- SNOWDONIA
Apart from R e Bernie Archers introduction to the
“tattooed” lady, the crossing went well and without
incident. We were now on the road to our destination—
Capel Curig training camp in Snowdonia, or were we?
Either Liverpool had strange maps or we seemed to be
going around in circles! After an hour, we decided it was
the latter. Eventually, with a local "bobby’s” assistance,
we managed to get onto the right road and duly headed
for Wales.
The training camp was soon reached and after a hot
meal supplied by our hosts—the IJLB from Shorncliffe,
we ventured out for map familiarisation at Swallow Falls.

Because it was there!
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The afternoon passed quickly amid the Welsh beer, but
by the end of the day, all claimed that they were able to
get from A to B!!
The following day was spent on a rain swept map
reading course from the village of Bets-Y-Coed to
another tiny hamlet ten miles away. We were now seeing
a fair amount of the beautiful Welsh scenery even if the
view was obscured by teeming rain. (Some things don’t
change)!! The final checkpoint eventually came into view
and the liquid lunch went down well.
The next day dawned, sun at last, and the p a r t y including the cook—who volunteered, embarked on an
orienteering morning in Beddgelent forest, which lies in
Snowdons shadow. Over half the course had been
completed, when LCpl “ REG” McGLONE, ACC, decided
that wet logs were not slippery and he would negotiate

them with a flying leap. Suffice to say that Bangor
hospital had a visitor to its accident department.
The finale to the trip was the clim b up Mount
Snowdon by the horseshoe route. Once again bad
weather prevailed, but undaunted, we were soon half
way up and probing through the mist. With the “ knifeedge" ahead, thoughts were on a welcome break in the
summit cafe. On reaching the top no view due to the
mist, so the cameras were quickly packed away.
Realising that the hotel “downstairs” was still open,
resulted in 15 thirsty men chasing each other dow nhill.
All of a sudden, everyones map reading had improved
100%. At least our aim was achieved.
It was a thoroughly enjoyable trip and a far cry from
the hostile environment we have been used to. All agreed
it was an excellent break and perhaps worth organising
again one day.

7 PLATOON

We have all welcomed our latest new recruit, R e Kevin
Mead, who, at the sweet age of 26 is nearly ready to draw
his pension. R e Dave Payne is finally pleased he got a
driving cadre, something he has been waiting for quite
some time. R e Piggy Stevenson has just finished his SF
Cadre—so he's happy.
We lost our illustrious blonde haired, blue eyed
platoon commander (Mr M orling) who is at Warminster,
to see how a platoon should be run.
R e "D rof” Ford w ill be leaving Ireland the richest
man in the platoon. He has had all the luck. Firstly, when
working with ATO, he gets a two month holiday in

hospital after getting shrapnel in the leg from a car
bomb. Then he has the nerve to get a brick on the back
of his head during Internment—20 mins after com ing
back off sick leave. All that compensation. Some people
believe he plans these incidents himself.
All the lads in Super Seven would like to thank Sgt
Hop-a-long, Lund-Conlon for such a good party, even if
Cpl Rouse didn’t recover for 24 hours.
Finally during the Battalion rifle meeting, the
Battalion photographer managed to get some shots of
the OC and CSM.

8 PLATOON

8 Platoon provide all round protection for Miss Colchester.
This was the day when I was to enter a different
world! My size 8’s firm ly in his “ in" tray, I introduced
myself to CSM Bob Eke as EIGHT PLATOONS new
sergeant. Thirteen years spent with ‘A’ Coy now seemed
light years away as I eagerly awaited the CSM's
directions to my new platoon lines. “Count how many
men are waiting outside my office for orders?” , he said.
“ Nine" I said. Right! Eight of them are yours! There’s
also—one in jail, one absent, two on light duties and
three painting out my office! The other is telephoning his
dad in London!
Well, I was completely taken aback and after he
refused me a posting to Brecon, I decided to grasp the
bull by the horns and “Get some in".
Our operational commitments continued as did our
normal infantry training. The orienteering exercise was a

success—mainly because the barbers shop was the only
check point and our early morning tours of camp
became less o f a burden with carrying less weight. Re
Mussell was ten minutes early for muster parade! Re
Nightingale locked his locker even when he wanted to
get in it. R e Brooks paid £10 for a curly perm, as 60p
every other day was just too much and R e Mardell
realised at last, that a ‘P’ check was not a bottled sample!!
Records were now tum bling! It was three weeks
before anyone appeared on orders, two weeks before
Cpl Gary Ward received extras and one week before the
CSM got over the shock!!
I have now taken over this happy bunch of contented
soldiers and the machine was kept in smooth running
order by Sgt Eric Morley, recently promoted, before his
departure to Romford.

R e Indian Kirk and Pte Lover Taylor

Pte Rake Mardell

Re Bernie The Bolt Archer

R e Bullet Head Close

R e Teeth Brooks

We’re not sure whether this w ill be the last edition of
the “ POMPADOUR” , so with only a few weeks left in the
Province, we would like to present our own personified
nominal roll for the benefit of all readers for whom a
"picture paints a thousand words".

"Penal” platoons gallery now follows and shows
various aspects of our participation here in the Emerald
Isle—including patrols, standby, shooting, adaptability
etc—we think it sums up the last sixteen months well.

9 PLATOON
The last three months have certainly seen some comings
and goings within Nine Platoon. Firstly, Sgt LundConlon decided to leave us and take over the coveted
task of Company 21C.

Cpl Corky Corcoran seized the opportunity and by
being in the right place at the right time, managed to
persuade the OC he was the right man for the job and
was awarded his promotion.

CSgt “ Dilley” Dolan also decided he had had enough
and has now departed for a two year tour with 5(V)
R ANGLIAN. So now instead of a "HONTACT IN HURF
LODGE” it will be a “ Headache in Hertford".

Meanwhile, back in Exeter, a young student was
preparing for a short holiday abroad. MOD had different
ideas and posted Lt Kerrin Tansley to sunny Belfast and
magnificent nine.

It's d ifficult to grip it with your toes when y o u ’re
wearing boots.
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The victorious Boxing Team.
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Congratulations are due to Pte Duncan Stock for
winning the Roupell Cup and also young R e Drop A
Bullock, the champion young shot. We also welcome
back Jim Charnley from Brecon where he managed to
survive two months without football and was promoted
on his return.
LCpl “ Raff" Rafferty, due to the face he never looks a
day over seventeen, has left us for a short trial with the

training wing. Some say it’s d ifficult to pick out who’s
leading who.

With so little time left in the Province, the platoon
maintains its commitments downtown, but all look
forward to December 7th for block leave and a well
earned rest.

The victorious Orienteering Team.

The victorious Cross Country Team.

You'll get more out if you tip it up!

Actually it is my leg

PUBLIC RELATIONS
With this as the last of the current editions
Pompadour, special mention should be made
Public Relations team who have worked
background, without public acclaim, as hard
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harder than the rest of the Battalion. In the Darkroom
have lived Ginger Cole and Col Freakley, emerging,
Dracula-like, only after dark. They have developed over
three miles of film and printed over 50,000 prints.
Unfortunately our best customers do not pay us
otherwise that would be . . . yes, well. Dave Wright has
taken a large portion of those photos and remembered to
take the lens cap o ff every time. Problems have recently
developed with his whiskers which tend to envelope his
camera and get in the picture uninvited. Danny Bailey
has printed £7,000 worth of materials, unfortunately not
used bank notes, which has g o n e to the PRI. He will be
continuing in Colchester. Sgt John Mackness has been
the continuity man throughout seeing 3 PROs and
hundreds of reporters. He must be the most suspicious
looking man in Belfast, for every time he goes out with
the Boss the car is stopped and searched. Without this
hard working team none of this would be possible, and
the service they have given, for you, I think deserves
remembering.
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DELTA
COMPANY
Most of the contributions to this last edition in Belfast
of Pompadour Magazine look back over the recent past.
The scurrilous notes from our own Drums Platoon are
but one such example. But this is also a good time for
D Company in particular to look forward to the coming
year. For of all the changes that will effect the
Pompadours when we arrive in Colchester those that
affect this company are the most momentous and will
involve many of you who are reading this.
The current strength of the company, which is about
70, will nearly double in two months time and we will
accept, gratefully, into the ranks of the Mortar and
Anti-Tank Platoon a score of senior and experienced
soldiers from the Rifle Companies. In addition we w ill
receive two completely new platoons, the Surveillance
Platoon and the Assault Pioneers. We would like to
welcome all ranks of those sub units. In exchange, of
course, we sadly have to say goodbye to the Drums
Platoon, who under Lt Weigold and Drum Major Staples
have given a sterling performance operationally and
musically during the past 18 months.
However, until 20 November, when we rise reformed
Phoenix-like from the ashes, we are in a sorry plight.
The Company Commander committed the cardinal error
of going away for three weeks to learn about Support
Weapons, (Potted Mortar Course 5 days, Potted A ntiTank Course 4 days and Surveillance one morning). In
his absence the vultures struck and his assets were
auctioned off in a flash. He returned to find that Capt
Mason had been knocked down to HQ Coy, Lt Weigold
to C Coy, leaving only Capt Brehaut and the Drum Major
of all the platoon nobs. This only goes to show that you
should never turn your back on your friends.

DRUMS
THE DRUMS BOOK
OF RECORDS
There follows hereafter a list o f figures, events and
achievements of a good, bad and ugly nature. Let it
stand as a record of the Drums tour of Belfast 1978-9.

The Platoon
During the t o u r 12 people joined the platoon.
16 people left the platoon.
The Platoon Commander did not know whether
he was coming or going, but finally went (to
9 Platoon).
Salmon frequently comes.
4 have got married, one is about to get married and
the rest are trying to get back to Colchester
without getting married.

Deployments
The Drums platoon has been deployed 126 times,
carrying out approximately 320 foot patrols. Drummers
have arrested 19 locals. Drummers have been arrested
5 times. Parts of the platoon have appeared on 2 films,
been mentioned in 15 Newspaper articles and featured
on the TV news 3 times, the most dramatic of which can
be seen every night just before Scene Around Six, the
burning car episode. Poggle has not found his wife.
The Platoon has had one contact, in which R e W illiam
Lewis was unfortunately injured. It has been dire ctly
involved in 6 other contact follow-ups.
The luckiest escape came when 3 “frie n dly” rounds
hit a wall 3 feet above the DM's head. These had been
fired by a unit downtown who had decided to return fire
after hearing shots in the area a few minutes earlier.
Fastest man to hit the deck on that occasion was
exLCpl Lenny Paul.
Drummers have survived the rigours and horrors of
42 Security Platoons and a 16 hour 4 tonner journey.

Drumming

“I ’ve done the Pompadour Notes and I'm not going to do
anything else."

the

pompadour

10 Drummers have learnt to drum from scratch.
Wasylyczyn is still trying.
Mick Pollard is very trying.
Salmon am having dee best rivum.
The pre-KAPE tour rehearsals gave the Bandmaster
1 hernia, 1 head of grey hair and 17 attacks of speechless
anger.
Davey can now hit his drum every time w ithout m issing
once.
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The Human Body
The platoon has suffered the follo w in g in ju rie s and
ailments during the tour:
1 x GSW, 2 x flat feet, assorted wobblers, hundreds of
cases of footrot, an assortment of ‘e x o tic ’ personal
diseases one doesn’t talk about.
1 x eye higher than the other.
1 x case of severe acne.
1 x case of self inflicted ‘para’ physiology.
And so we come to the end of an era, on return to
Colchester the Drums revert to th e ir o ld task in
Headquarter Company, may it bring them a w ell earned
change (a change is as good as a rest).

On parade at the Salamanca Day Fete.

Crime and Punishment
The follow ing
drummers:

crim es

have

been

committed

Always remember:—
by

The m urder of 1 bucket o f tadpoles by poisoning.
May 1979, St Kevins School. Perpetrator—platoon
psycopath.
6 x late in.
1 x ND in the Ardoyne, made more serious by the fact
that the round narrow ly missed Pte DOUGIE RAMSDEN.
It should have hit him.
17 assorted tra ffic incidents, as yet undetected.

'T is Tommy this and Tommy that,
and Tommy how's your Sole,
But its Thin Red Line o f heroes,
When the Drums begin to roll.
Yes its Thin Red Line o f heroes
When the Drums begin to roll".

ANTI TANKS

Captain Brehaut has at last returned from various leaves
and the odd course and has got back in to the swing of
things,
although he does say he may need som e more
1 x hit and run against a fiancee.
experience at running ranges, especially at B allykinler.
The platoon was awarded, throu g ho u t the tour,
Sgt Wilson, George to those who dared, has left fo r the
38 days nick.
TA and I’m sure we w ill see more o f him back in
(Note from the Coy Comd: there are s till 4 weeks to
Colchester. Cpl Jim Dawes has also left, albeit
do so don’t count your chickens.)
temporarily, for his SNCO Anti Tank course at
Netheravon. With him the new platoon 21C, SSgt Peck,
who w ill join full time in Colchester. The Secret Squirrel,
Dave ‘the moustache’, is still busy developing himself
The platoon proved itself to be the best at shooting in the
elsewhere.
I hope he will still be able to see in daylight
Battalion with the follow ing awards:
when
he
finally
emerges. Cpl Baldwin has also jo in ed us
Queens Division colours fo r fullbore rifle to Lt
from
the
QMs
since
the last edition, a lth o u g h he has
WEIGOLD. Queens Division colours for smallbore rifle
settled
in
so
well
that
he seems like an old hand. Fred
to Lt WEIGOLD, Pte GILES.
Zielke (oh I knew you would mention me) has returned
6
Bisley Medals, to Lt WEIGOLD 3, to Re to the wilds of the platoon from the peace and tra n q u ility
BULBECK 2, to R e GILES 1.
of Ballykinler. He got bored doing nothing all day fo r no
Bn SAA meeting 1st SMG to Cpl JONES.
reason, so now he is busy finding reasons to do nothing
all day. Cpl Dave Bastow is still w ith us and looking
Bn SAA meeting 2nd SMG to Cpl DUFFY.
forward to Colchester as we all are but I th in k he needs
Bn SAA meeting Best Young SMG R e MILTON.
to spend more tim e on his car to make sure he gets there.
Bn SAA meeting 2nd Best Young SLR R e BULBECK.
The attempted m urder o f the whole of Tin City by the
platoon psycopath.

Achievements

C pl DUFFY was awarded a G O C ’s Commendation.
LCpl ORROW survived a 3-day South Armagh operation
eating and drinking o nly a 14lb catering pack of baked
beans—incredible! His poor section—Ugh!
Members of the platoon have represented the
Battalion at shooting, football, boxing, swim ming and
judo.
The four-a-side football team came runners-up.
R e GOODMAN’S car still works!
R e LADE, on his first trip as platoon driver drove to
Ballykinler. On that trip he: Hit the kerb 3 times and
narrowly avoided collisions w ith another Rover, an Ormo
bread van, a bicycle and the range warden, infringed the
highway code 7 times and o nly stalled twice, once on a
roundabout.
R e GOODMAN at a Coy party drank Vi pint of saliva.
The PI psycopath has PVR’d 5 times.
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A nti Tanks take a smoke break.
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It seems that the Battalion must be running out of good
NCO material; Bill McCracken has at last been
promoted, although he in itially claimed he was unable to
get tapes. In his place as a LCpl we now have LCpl
Heath. He is showing the old lags, Morley, Phillips and
Jackson just how it should be done. Watch this space!
Jackso has been keeping up though by going on a
standard two signals cadre with Barry (don’t call me
snorky, my girlfriend doesn’t like it) Webb. The other
Webb volunteered for ATO escort at very short notice
and enjoyed himself!
The platoon is now beginning to take shape for
7 Field Force with a large number of the lads going on
driving cadres. Latest passes include "Watch that gate”
Simmons, ‘‘If I dent it I'll just rub it down and paint it”
Leatham, and last but not least "I can drive but they
won’t give me a perm it" Tibbie. We unfortunately just
lost Dribble to the Sgts Mess where he is undergoing
‘how to carry twelve glasses at one tim e’ training.
Whilst on the subject of driving tests, James Jabbering
Hunt failed his HGV with flying marks although he had
passed in rehearsal. I threatened to send Pop on a
driving cadre but don’t know if I could hold myself
responsible. Ralph Green should be the next to try his
luck, which should be good for a laugh. Norman Leggett
has promised to iron his trousers as soon as Rhino Hiett
(FRUB) shows him how the gas fiddle works.
In the last two months we have collected a wide
variety of ‘cars’, a very loose description. Pip Piper owns
one of them and the passengers door has spent more
time in the block than on the car. Our resident Hippy,
alias Wurr, is a jo lly chap who spends a lot of time on his
stamp collection. He has settled into the platoon well
though and I’m sure that we can make him come out of
his shell shortly. He nearly came out of it in South
Armagh as pictures can testify, but that's another story.
Now it’s time for the farewells. To Don who goes,
maybe, to 2RRF. To Happy, who leaves us for that noble
of professions, the RUC! Finally as he has been with the
platoon the longest, to Tich Grand, who didn’t know
what it was about so got married and now he knows is
leaving. Goodbye to you all and Bon Chance.
And so we say farewell to Holywood, land of nights
out of bed, discos and digging in. The Anti Tanks in
England will have a new and more demanding job which
will not always be easy but I'm sure that the team spirit
which is so much a part of us w ill see us through again.
We take with us only the good memories and that is as it
should be. We wish the Anti-Tanks of 2RRF a successful
and lucky time and say our goodbye to Ireland. Until the
next time that is!
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“ Javowel mein Kapitan” (a finely-honed and disci
plined bunch of creeps on board the U41). Through his
scope the Kapitan observed the first ship come into his
line of fire, 18 GN 48 in large white letters on its side
clearly marked it as an enemy craft.
“ Fire No 1” came the order, dousing Seaman
Southgate in Spittle. With a sudden eruption of
compressed air the torpedo sped silently towards its as
yet unknowing target.

Meanwhile on the craggy slopes of Transylvania a
loose stone from the walls of Castle Choggy (home of
the vicious Count Vad Vad Gama) caused a small
avalanche to descend on the village nestled below. As
the last boulder settled in the dust of what had been the
village school a team of exhausted horses pulled an
ancient carriage into the forecourt of the local inn.
Before the carriage had stopped the huge form of the
village innkeeper, an ex-Corporal in the AustroHungarian Army, had grabbed the horses by the bits,
causing them to halt immediately with an agonising
scream.
“ Kipperis Ballingeri, master” the innkeeper exclaimed
to the alighting figure “ my hostelry and servants are at
your disposal and my daughter has a nice line in hot
cross buns" he added, doffing his cap in a militarily
subservient manner.
“Who owns that building up there on the mountain,
my man? He should get those walls looked at by the
council” . As the stranger uttered these words the sky
was growing imperceptibly darker.
“That be the castle of our lord, Vad the Bad. Mind,
we don’t talk much about him around these parts. ‘Ere,
we'd better get inside, its getting bloody dark out here” .

Meanwhile, on the sun-drenched tropical island of
St Clonard, Sir Patrick ‘Quackers’ Young, friend and
confidant of the dethroned Shah of Iran mopped his
brow with his already soaked handkerchief and thought
w istfully of his recent bereavement. Cynthia Golden
Crust-Cairey, Sir Patrick's fiancee, had been attacked
by a pack of killer sardines while water skiing behind Sir
Patrick's canoe. “ Enough of that!" thought Sir Patrick to
himself, “ back to the business in hand” .
Gazing intently beyond the crowds of topless bathers
(damn these Swedish seamen, thought Sir Patrick) to the
small coral reef in the distance. Quackers could just
make out the shape of the ‘Big Linda' speeding towards
Deadman's Quay. A recently acquired acquisition, the
‘Big Linda’ was the pride of all the hands on board her,
but belonged to Viscount O’Mahoney of Knocknagoney.
Deep within her holds were hidden a kings ransom in
precious stones, gravel, cement chips and broken
bottles which once smuggled in could be sold at
exorbitant prices to the naive and trusting natives, a race
known amongst themselves as the ‘Boggies’ (who were
believed to have emigrated from Ireland in horseless
catamarans made entirely of matchsticks in the early
5th Century). Suddenly and mysteriously the ‘Big Linda’
appeared to be engulfed in a searing ball of flame.

“ I need no room for the night, good fellow, I have an
appointment with the Count. Here, see this letter
instructing me, the aforesaid Jonathan Green, to travel
from London to No 1 Vampire Cottages, Cliffside View,
Transylvania. I am on an important task for the Count.
I am to do a number of housechecks on his creditors
for him” .
Barely had these words been uttered when a devilish
bolt of lightning leapt from the sky, topping the
innkeeper and reducing him to a heap of glowing embers
at the feet of the horrified Green.
Meanwhile in the dark skies over the channel a lone
Lancaster bomber droned its way across the French
coast.
“60° East-South-East skipper" murmured the rangy
eighteen year old navigator, Flight Private Algy Akers.
“ Should be over the target area in approximately two
hours, seventeen minutes and twelve seconds” .
"OK Algy. Wake me up when we' re over Dresden
Binky", Skip ordered his co-pilot, Flight Sgt Binky
Brown. As he sunk back into his canvas seat to grab a
well-deserved four thousand winks, Skip (Flight Lieu
tenant Goodmouthchild to his boss, Wing Commander
Flightfeldmarshal Piggyman) wondered how Binky
managed to keep that wonderful sun tan. No sooner had
his eyes closed than the intercom sparked into life with
the voice of Chalky Wood, the rear gunner. "We've got a
bandit coming in at us at 12 o'clock, Skip".
Skip, an experienced pilot of over a dozen Space
Invader missions, was not one to over-react. He told his
wary, battle-scarred gunner that it was only half past
eleven and not to bother him with such useless
information.
“A-A-A-a-a-r-r-g-g-h” , Chalky's voice cut through the
tension-filled atmosphere as a dozen red hot Spandau
slugs tore through the perspex bubble, slicing into his
sheepskin-clad body. "We’ve bought it Skip. Looks like I
won't get back to blighty after all. Give my mutt Sully
to . .
His words were cut out with a crackle as the
flames found the intercom lines at the rear of the
bomber.
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"Will you accept a cheque then". He whimpered
addressing midshipman ‘Stormy Petrel’ Tweed who as
senior surviving member of the steamer was now captain
of the lifeboat.
“ Not without a banker’s card" replied the level headed
young midshipman, who had been firm ly raised on a diet
of brown bread and capitalist enterprise having been
instructed by his mother never to accept sweets from
strangers without getting first a written agreement of
what the transaction involved.
Midshipman Tweeds naval career had reached its
peak when he had sunk the battleship HMS Royal Oak at
the battle of Jutland, by ramming her athwarts with the
kebreaker ‘Freedland Fortune’, two factors then stood in
his way to a Victoria Cross. Firstly that he should have
been inside the A rctic Circle, at the time and secondly
that the 'Freedland Fortune’ and Royal Oak were
supposedly both on the same side.
Meanwhile amongst the rocks way above the Khyber
Pass the cruel black eyes of hill chief Ahmed Ben
Dowlani, the Wolf of Afghanistan, gazed down onto the
red column laboriously winding its way towards the
centre of the Pass. "Soon the red-faced infidels will be
trapped, then my brothers shall put them to the sword
and all India will be mine".
“Top hole little venture this" exclaimed Ensign
Jeremy Ramillies Thorpe-Piper, ADC to General Sir
‘Mick’ Ponsonby-Lovell, Duke of Dagenham.
“Don’t care for it much, my boy” replied the Duke as
they rode at the head of the sweating column of Imperial
Infantry. "Something wrong Pippers, smell it in the air.
Reminds me of '47 when we were captured by the son of
the Rajam of Roberistan, what was the feller’s name?”
“Stumir Khan, sir?”
"Yes, that's the bounder alright. Paid for it with his
jewels though. The old Essex boys caught him after they
stormed his palace at Hollistan, hung him up and cut him
about something terrible. Still gave me a few awful
moments in that filth y gaol of his though” .
The Duke raised his field binoculars and scanned the
rugged, almost vertical slopes on either side of the
tortuous path upon which his noble grey was slowly
picking its way. “ By Jove, look up there Pippers” .
"What, Sir?” replied the startled and now somewhat
nervous subaltern from beneath his horse.
“A ferniculatium Tropicantulus, the Afghan mountain
daisy” .
As an expression of relief passed over Ensign
Thorpe-Piper’s face the hills around seemed to explode
with the angry sound of a thousand buzzing bees.
Meanwhile somewhere in the Southern Pacific a lone
lifeboat bobbed aimlessly in the dead calm of a tropical
sea. Sealed inside were all that remained of the crew of
the tramp steamer SS 'G lory of Wisbech’, sunk with all
knees by a freak typhoon somewhere between Singa
pore and Weston-Super-Mare. Clinging to the sides were
those not fortunate enough to be able to afford the
expensive first class seating inside. Stumpy Wright, one
legged bosun of the old Glory', was one of these, but
with a typical British air of unconcern he kept a stiff
upper lip, not allowing the situation to get the better of
him.
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The tropical sun beat down on the u n fo rtu n a te s , cast
adrift in countless miles of ocean, their predicament
made the worse by the fact that their only rations
consisted of two bounty bars and a bottle of ribena.
"We haven’t even any water to dilute the ribena"
complained cabin boy Coggie, the cooks assistant as he
looked longingly at the mouth watering legs and arms
around him.
The desperate cries of those in the water were
heightened by the appearance around the boat of a
number of black fins, the foremost of which measured a
good forty by thirty feet. Irish coins, confederate notes
and digital watches showered the stalwart cadet as he
stood aboard the churning deck. Chief Stoker ’G oslow ’
Jones (the only man to have twenty two pairs of disco
dancing brake shoes to help him stop going forward)
let go an ear piercing shriek as his lower parts were
engulfed by a dark shadowy form which after ten
seconds of horrendous splashing pulled him below the
waves. "Stop fooling around Coggie, this is no tim e for
water polo practise” ordered the worried midshipman,
increasingly aware of the danger of some of the first
class seats being occupied by riff-raff.

Meanwhile deep in darkest Africa a heart stopping
cry echoes through the foetid jungle, as a huge figure
swung its way from tree to tree, using the naturally
growing lianas that hung from the overhead canopy (a
lot of creepers in the jungle). “TAAAAR, AHAAAR,
AHAAAR, AHAAARAIN” came the resounding war cry
as the magnificently bronzed body of ‘Tarpin of the
Apes’ leapt into the tropical clearing. As his finely
muscled, deeply tanned legs strode into the centre of the
sunlit clearing he was greeted by the gibbering cries of
his friend and confident ‘Taylah’ the mad chimpanzee
who had once been expelled from Sandhurst for
cheating. Since his childhood when Tarpin had been
raised by two gorillas at Whipsnade zoo, Tarpin and
Taylah had been the closest of companions and were
often to be found in their forest tree nest groom ing each
other and picking lice from one anothers hair. Hand in
hand they made their way back home along the over
grown trail, as they near the jungle lair Tarpin grew more
and more apprehensive, for he dreaded having to tell
Graeme, his gorgeous red-headed mate (a female
nuclear scientist with eight ‘O’ levels who had decided to
go native) the misfortune that he had recently
encountered. Entering the tree hut he was met by a
harrowing shriek of "Where have you been all night, your
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dinner got burnt and Deno the elephant missed his
nightly walk, you’ve been down at the ‘Eagle and Garter’
again haven’t you?” “Graeme I'm sorry, I admit I did have
one or two coconuts of jungle juice and as I was heading
home I felt dizzy and lay down to sleep in a bank of lush
scented flowers. As I awoke I felt a strange tickling
feeling under my loin cloth and noticed a number of
crimson flowers had worked their way up between my
legs".
"So what you drunken grape, thats nothing to worry
about” .
“Graeme, they were man eating plants” .

Leaping to the tent opening, Smoth could just see the
obscured outline of the departing figure of Oates-Ellis.
Before he was out of hailing distance, Smoth gave his
last command on the fated expedition. “ Don’t forget to
bring back some Benson and Hedges and a box of
matches Oates".
Meanwhile will the London fog claim the intrepid
detective Sherlock Holmes as he vainly struggles to
solve the case of the missing bedside locker. Will
Ex US Marshal, ‘Nevada’ Turner discover who has been
rustling all the cattle off the double D Bar Ranch. Will
Dangerous Jack’ O’Gardener the famous Irish White
hunter and explorer discover the source of the North
Sea. Will Monsieur Jacques De La Vassiere PiersMcGovern son of Lt Col Arnold Piers-McGovern (Irish
Guards) marry Lucinda Prior-Norman of Room 3, The
Palace Barracks, thus exposing his twin brother as an
imposter to the throne and saving the Albozian Dynasty
from extinction. (Only Chapter two and £8.95 will tell).

Meanwhile through the frenzies of an Atlantic
blizzard could be seen a small and flickering light
source. On closer inspection it could be seen to be a
once gaily coloured purple tent, nearly white now
though, due to the ice and heaped snow. Inside sat
huddled the Ingatestone exploration society, dis
heartened by diminishing rations and the growing
problem of fuel fo r the small burner, that provided their
sole com fort in the doomed atmosphere of the tent.
The leader of the expedition was Captain Bertram T
Smoth, a giant of a man who despite his collossal
strength always displayed an unusual gentleness and
easy nature, some described him as a simple man, others
went as far as saying stupid. He had become a legend in
his own lifetime and was to be known to posterity as
‘Smoth of Ilford and the Antarctic’. It was his stuttering
voice that finally cut the heavy silence.
"I can’t take it any longer, we must get some from
somewhere, otherwise I know I won’t last the night” .
"Steady Smoth, not in front of the potential
expedition leaders, we must remain cool” answered his
21C, Mark Oates-Ellis. “ I know, I know, but it’s that cool
feeling that I need” .
As the long Antarctic night drew on, the cries from
Smoth and some of his less self-controlled companions
became more and more amiable until Oates-Ellis could
take no more. Leaving behind his emergency pack he
strode purposefully out into the raging blizzard. As if at
an unspoken signal, Smoth and the remaining expedi
tion members grabbed for the emergency pack tearing it
apart in their crazed haste!!
"I thought so” cried Smoth triumphantly “ he’s been
hiding a whole packet of Rothmans, we’ll make it after
all".

THE P O M P A D O U R
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LITERATURE
Ever wondered how people compose Handbooks or
write PRE reports? The Pompadour Magazine Ace
Reporter has spent many months researching into this
problem, and has managed to acquire a Top Secret
Governmental instruction guiding writers of such
papers.
The system works in the following way. A Sentence is
selected from each of the four columns to form a very
complicated meaningless sentence suitable for inclusion
in the simplest of reports and manuals.
Column One
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

In particular,
On the other hand,
However,
Similarly,
As a resultant im plication,
In this regard,
Based on integral subsystem considerations,
For example,
Thus,
In respect to specific goals,

Column Two
1. A large portion of the interface coordination
communication,
2. A constant flow of effective information,
3. The characterisation o f specific criteria,
4. Initiation of critical subsystem development,
5. The fully integrated test program,
6. The product configuration baseline,
7. Any associated supporting element,
8. The incorporation of additional mission constraints,
9. The independent functional principle,
10. A primary inter-relationship between system and/or
subsystem technology,
Column Three
1. Must utilise and be functionally interwoven with,
2. Maximises the probability of project success and
minimises the cost and time required for,
3. Adds explicit performance lim its to,
4. Necessitates that urgent consideration be applied to,
5. Requires considerable systems analysis and trade
off studies to arrive at,
6. Is further compounded, when taking into account,
7. Present extremely interesting challenges to,
8. Recognises the importance of other systems and
the necessity for,
9. Effects a significant implementation of,
10. Adds overriding performance constraints to,

'Was that Tigger, Paddy or Jamie?"

Column Four
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The sophisticated hardware.
The anticipated fourth generation hardware.
The subsystem com patibility testing.
The structural design, based on system engineering
concepts.
The preliminary qualification limit.
The evolution o f specifications over a given time
period.
The philosophy of com m onality and standardisation.
The greater flig h t worthiness concept.
Any discreet configuration made.
The total system rationale.
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“Kindly remove that rifle magazine or
I w ill shoot you".
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Man Hunt.

Chairman o f the Palace
Barracks Escape Committee.

If you've got it in you,
the Arm y w ill b rin g it out.

P(ig) Check!

LAWS
A LITTLE
INSURANCE STORY
A group of insurance com panies decided to amalgam
ate. They asked an up and com ing design artist to
produce a new coat of arms fo r the new group, which
reflected the original companies form ing their new
partnership.
The design he produced to the Board o f Directors
was very modern and required explanation.
The basis was a quartered shield w ith a centre circle.
In each quarter was the stylised form of a man and
woman in bed. In the centre was a newly born baby.
The Chairm an rather h u ffily demanded to know how
such a coat of arms could apply to old established
insurance companies. The designer explained that the
first quarter depicted a man and his w ife in bed,
representing ‘Legal & General’. The second quarter
depicted a man and his fiancee in bed representing
‘Mutual Trust'. The th ird quarter depicted a man and his
secretary in bed representing ‘Em ployers Liability'. The
fourth and final quarter depicted a man and a lady of
easy virtue in bed, representing 'Com m ercial Union’.
And the circle w ith the baby?—‘General Accident’.
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Such have been our experiences in Ireland tha t further
natural laws have been brought to o u r notice. These
further Pompadour laws are shown below:
1. The winning entry is never as good as y o u r own.
2. You cannot win so you had better learn to enjoy
losing.
3. No child ever vomits in the Bathroom.
4. If rats are experimented on they w ill develop cancer.
5. For every action there is an equal and opposite
Governmental programme.
6. Nothing is so simple that it cannot be m isunder
stood.
7. There are two kinds of dirt: dark dirt w hich is
attracted to light objects and light dirt w hich is
attracted to dark objects.
8. Any object which is accidentally dropped will
always hide under a larger object.
9. Ones ability to perform a task correctly decreases
in proportion to the number of people watching
you.
10. To cure insomnia simply study fo r an exam.
11. The probability of someone w atching you is
proportional to the stupidity of yo ur action.
12. Paper is always strongest at the perforations.
13. Coles’ Law, Thinly sliced cabbage in a mayonnaise
sauce.
14. The second tim e is never as good as the first.
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On return from leave in January the business of
relearning our old infantry skills and working up to take
our place in 7 Field Force begins in earnest. In February
we have been given the opportunity to exercise these
skills in one of the best training areas in the world, in
Kenya. There w ill be time enough too, to see that
lovely country and enjoy it.
The next milestone is in September, Exercise
CRUSADER in Germany with 7 Field Force and after that
Cyprus again. 1980 is one hell of a year, a challenge
certainly, hard work and fun definitely, with variety,
travel and excitement, all the things we expected when
we joined the Army.
Finally let us look back and remember those who
have given their lives or were injured during this tour.
They were part of our battalion fam ily and we will
remember them for their sacrifice, their duty and their
friendship.

In this the final, Northern Ireland, bumper edition of
Pompadour we look back over the last eighteen months,
the triumphs, the tragedies and the funny bits too.
The to u r has been a real success and this is
undoubtedly due to the keen and professional attitude
shown to their work by everyone; the clerks, the cooks,
the storemen, the drivers, all have played their part in
earning for the battalion its fine reputation, just as much
as the men they supported, in the rifle platoons, the
Intelligence Section and Close Observation Platoon.
This is no self congratulatory nonsense, this is what
senior officers and the officers, warrant officers and
NCOs of the roulement battalions and regiments we
have supported have told me. It is right that you should
know the esteem in which you are held, you earned it.
In a few weeks time we start a new role in
7 Field Force in Colchester. This will be just as much a
test and a challenge as the last one, but this time we will
be based in our home county of Essex. On 21 November
we will be marching through the town to let them know
that their Regiment is back (make sure your Mums and
Dads and girlfriends are there).
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Private PAUL WRIGHT was murdered by IRA
terrorists on 8 October 1979. He was a line
soldier, a good friend and a determined sports
man. We are all saddened by his loss, and
extend our deepest sympathy to his family.
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H Q
COMPANY
As we approach the end of our tour, life in the
administrative support co-ordination centre, otherwise
the hub of real power, seems to become more and more
complicated. The OC has covered his wall with a new
sort of wallpaper which has a very twee design entitled
‘Manning plot for Colchester’—but it’s no use studying it
closely because its permanently out of date. The CSM
seems to be extraordinarily jealous of the RSM’s wall
decoration which has a sort of spotted effect created by
the artistic juggling of hundreds of little coloured discs.
The CSM has to be content with a rather inferior pattern
in his own office; the rather common ‘flight roll’ design.
But again it is never seen for what it really is, as it is
continually being influenced by the overpowering effect
of the OCs ‘Manning Plot'. Never mind—we shall get it
right in the end although it is rumoured that there is a
plot afoot to ensure that kennel space for the Adjutants
dog is booked on the Belfast to Mars shuttle.
There have been a few changes in personalities
among Coy HQ. The new company commander arrived
in July but seems to spend all his time in earnest
conversation with short bald officers or rotund Colour
Sergeants. Colour Sergeant 'Kip’ Coe found the elixir of
youth and joined the Gym staff. Private 'Nasher' Nash
has spent a couple of months assisting Lance Corporal
Arbon in the office, he has a delusion that CSEs in Maths
and English fit you for being a clerk, but we’ve just sent

him off to Deepcut to learn how to do the job with no
application of brainpower whatsoever.
On the sporting front, Coy HQ played a prominent
part in our tremendous success on the rugby field, a very
mean front row of the OC and the CSM supported at
stand off by the CQMS who moves with the practised
ease of one who is always slipping up to the QMs to
scrounge something, showed everyone that there is no
substitute for age and experience. Somebody in A Coy
was unkind enough to suggest that fitness and skill
should perhaps be substituted for age and experience,
and we shall be pursuing the remark with vigour as soon
as we have finished the course of physiotherapy!
Reports from our Platoons and Sections follow (note
that ‘departments’ is a dirty word in HQ Coy, at least until
we can equip all our stores with female attendants who
spend more tim e polishing their nails than serving
customers and are guaranteed to give you the wrong
change). Meanwhile there is only one report that we
await with interest, and that is from the ARSO saying
that he has moved the two tem porary telephone
exchanges which have been cluttering up the car park
for ten years. Of course, that report may not arrive in
which case certain names on the flight roll wallpaper in
the CSMs office are going to be inexplicably obscured
by damp spots.

MT PLATOON
As we are about to leave the Province, certain MT
personnel are looking happier every day. The MT details
NCO (LCpl Ashley) is positively beaming at the thought
that the only form of transport he will be tasked to supply
in Colchester will either be Land Rovers or Bedfords;
he thinks its ‘Magic’ that they will all be only one colour.
Cpl Carpenter is giving his “Cam Cream” away, he
reckons he won’t need to do any more sneaky midnight
raids on certain Companies to get hold of vehicles for
Servicing and Inspections in our new role but he’s
kidding himself of course. Cpl Brazzill (I've done the
Course you know) who runs the unit POL Point, thinks
his daily game of Hide and Seek’ with Jerry-cans is
nearly over, as we are to be issued with the refuelling
system known as POD in Colchester, but he’s bound to
be wrong; life is full of disappointment on the MT.
Anyway the popular feeling is that Colchester must be
an improvement for the driver, no more being rifted for
being late when waiting for an escort, or runs to the
Airport and Ferry to collect someone from leave who has
actually been back two days, but forgot to tell us.
As for the Hospital run, the less said the better, there are
eight in Belfast area alone.
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The Statistics Buffs amongst you may be interested
in some figures concerning Transport that we have
found time to dig out for your perusal, listed by,
Type of Vehicle the total mileage and unfortunately the
accident figures are included also.
L /R o v e r s ..................................
408,050
102,117
Bedfords .
Q Vehicles

338,939

Total Miles

849,108

Accidents
.
.
.
.
51
To enable the Battalion to achieve these sort of
mileages, our vehicles have consumed some 584,638
litres of petrol and 9,717 litres of Dieso. If you think these
fuel figures are high, then consider the 1,405,345 litres
(308,867 gallons for those who have not managed to go
metric yet) of petrol that the POL Point has issued to us
and other units since our tour started.
We cannot possibly finish these notes without setting
at least one question. As the Bn is so desperately short of
drivers, can anyone please tell us, “what has happened
to the 43 HGV and the 98 Group ‘A’ drivers who have
passed their Driving Tests with aid of the MT Platoon
since our arrival here?”
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HGV Lorry Drivers
Highway Code Test Sheet
When should you use headlights?
To warn your mates o f a speed trap.
When should you overtake on the left?
When the id io t in front won't move over.
What documents should you carry with you on the
road?
Daily Mirror, Sun, Playboy and Forum.
When must you stop?
To have a pee, or when making love to the
passenger (if she's female).
“Sir you're hurting my hand"
"Yes, I know I am"

Where should you not park?
Outside the house o f the g irl you've just picked
up.

QM DEPT

What do you expect to see on a rural road?
Rural Tarmac.
How many types of pedestrian crossings are there?
Two . . . Those who do and those who don't.
What is the correct procedure for overtaking on the
motorway?
Foot hard down, eyes shut and smile.
When should you use the fast lane on the motorway?
When you are going home on a promise.
What do you do in the event of a breakdown on the
motorway?
Leave the stupid thing and hitch a lift home.
What does a yellow junction box mean?
They have run out o f white paint.

Orders of Dress

What do broken lines on the road mean?
Careless navvies.

Dress within our Regiment over the years has varied
considerably, and yet has still managed to remain
complicated; recognition of rank has become increas
ingly more d ifficult for the bewildered young soldier.
It has also become more difficult for the individual to
remember exactly what to wear with each form o f dress.
It has therefore been suggested that our Regiment revise
our forms of dress incorporating sim plicity and easy
recognition.

What does the Highway Code say about tyres?
Use only round ones.
When can you cross a double white line?
After nine lagers, two vodkas and a rum.
How do you avoid drowsiness on the motorway?
Let the passenger caress your knee.
What must you check before leaving a building site?
That you have enough tim ber under your seat
to build a new kitchen cabinet.
What do yellow lines on the side of the road mean?
Chinese take-away up ahead.
Where do you position the danger sign when broken
down?
On the transport managers backside.
What must you always have with you when you travel
upon the road?
A vehicle.
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After months of research, countless parades and
inspections, the following orders of dress are to be put
forward to the MOD.
1. The Commanding Officer. Being the m ost im portant
man he should wear something striking to be instantly
recognised at any distance. The traditional Beefeaters
attire would ensure complete individual identity. Shoes
or Wellingtons may be worn.
2. Majors. Company Commanders should be portrayed
as staunch leaders of men at all times and their dress
must never be allowed to confuse the soldier in battle or
barracks. A simple all weather battle-dress o f the ir own
design and colour may be worn. Head dress w ill be
optional.
3.

Quartermasters. They can wear whatever they like.
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4. The Adjutant. His dress, of course, should be
soundly Regimental, projecting a rigid air of discipline.
A slim fitting satin uniform in scarlet impregnated with
resin is now on the drawing board. His head should be
shaved on appointment. The pink woollen beret shall be
worn on parades only.
5. Captains. It was decided that a one-piece disruptive
patterned romper suit without pockets should be worn
and that their main recognisable clothing feature should
be their head dress; a Regimental coloured cap
com forter with an attached Silva Compass has recently
been designed.

SIGNALS
As we reach the end of a most successful tour for the
Signals Platoon in Northern Ireland, let us take a look
back over the 18 months and see what we have achieved.
Training has been one of the biggest aspects of the
Signal Platoon. To date we have trained 42 Std II
signallers with a pass rate of 95%. 33 Regular Radio
Users with the same percentage and too many Casual
Radio Users to mention.

6. Subalterns. An inexpensive yet stately uniform has
been designed incorporating fashion, flexibility and
colour; a m ulticoloured U/S blanket and pink respirator
should be worn at all times.
7. RSM. The difficult and controversial decision has not
yet been made, but it is hoped that one of these two will
be approved:
a. A shockproof, waterproof, heatproof, bulletproof
black leather tw o piece suit with an inflatable chest
piece. A white fur hat with matching boots and
gloves for parades, and a transparent plastic set of
overalls for exercises.
b. A Pompadour coloured Gorilla suit, No. 1 Dress
hat and boots, defenders ear and respirator glasses
may be worn on parade.
The remaining orders of dress have yet to be finalised,
but we hope to have details of them for the next edition.

The RSO would like to take this opportunity to thank
the Radio Sergeant and his staff for all the hard work
making the courses possible. The rest of the platoon
have not been idle, we have manned the Bn Ops
Room/Comcen 24 hrs a day for the whole of the tour,
with the help of the Royal Signals. We have also helped
run the Springfield Rd Ops Room, manned the CO’s
Crew 24 hrs a day and sent signallers to South Armagh.
All in all a busy time.

Pte Hickey keeping a close ear to the ground.

"We're only here for the beer".

THE
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Star of every edition so far, Cpl Bentley.
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We have also seen many people come and go, far too
many to mention, but we would, at the end of the tour,
like to take this opportunity to thank all those that have
been with us for all the hard work that they have put in
during the tour. We would also like to say farewell to our
Rear Link Det, which we will be leaving behind us.
Sgt Dave Best, Signalman Jim Watson and Signalman
Mick Thackray. We wish them all the best in the future
with 2 RRF. We would also like to take this opportunity
on behalf of the battalion to thank the staff of the
telephone exchange for providing the battalion with an
excellent exchange service.
Finally, the platoon would like to congratulate
Cpl John Smart on his long awaited promotion to full Cpl
and hope this will persuade him to sign on for the next
56 yrs, where he might then make Sergeant through his
long service and good conduct.

Mmmmmm Sweety (1)

ACORN NEWS
The dreaded time has arrived. The PRO is pressing me
to put pen to paper and produce some gems from w ithin
this small and elite (well I think so) organisation.
It has been an interesting tour and we have met a
number of strange people under even stranger circu m 
stances. “ Benny the B rit” , he is the one who looks like a
cross between a chimney sweep brush and a muppet,
has the record fo r being lifted by the SPG for
questioning the most times. Trev must hold some sort of
record for being stopped at VCPs the most frequently
(even helicopters stop him). I do not recommend
travelling with either. On the subject of travel I must say
we have had some interesting vehicles. There is one with
the detachable gearstick, the one which w ill not work
when it rains, the one which has to use trees as breaks
and the one that Benny left behind for m otor cyclists to
use for Kamikaze practice to name but a few. Even the
Boss thinks he is in a dodgem occasionally. Don has
expressed a liking for Bunnies. I don’t understand this
one but I gather he will explain if you ask him nicely.
His major problem over here has been the high protein
diet to maintain his love life. Rumour has it that he has
introduced his successor to a few of his friends and
managed to exhaust him in just one night.
Dave has not had much luck with his pets. It was a
shame that he had to give up the mobile black dustbin.
However, Dave being Dave, had to do it better than
anyone else and give it away to the same chap on two
different occasions. Despite this he still seems to collect
strays and you never know what is going to appear in the
office next. I think the Boss hopes that the Vicar doesn’t
lose his Irish Wolfhound.
Mick has taken up the trade of signwriter. Anyone
who needs an orbat chart can be assured that he claims
to be highly experienced and w illing to tackle anything.
We were all glad to see Clem return from his Caribbean
binge looking disgustingly tanned. I wonder if we pay
the CONCOs too much. Well, I must close now as we
appear to be short of stationery; it seems the CSgt
Watkins and his mob have nicked it all again.
On a serious note though all the lads wish N obby all
the best for a speedy recovery and look forward to
seeing him when he rejoins in Colchester.
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High profile, low profile.

COOKS
As we come to the end of a long hard tour in Northern
Ireland, the cooks have been recalling some of the
lighter moments.
The SQMS (Mister Pastry) who, apart from his other
duties runs the wedding cake factory, recalls w ith
humour the cook who cut up a wedding cake and sent it
to the ranges.
The cooks would like the CQMSs, who always seem
to get their indents for container meals in twenty minutes
after they actually want them, that they bear them no
malice. They recall the CSgt who came to collect his
rations two days early causing one cook Sgt to flap like a
bird and another to have a nervous breakdown from
which he has never really recovered.
We would like the person or persons who intend
opening their own Dining Room, and to that end have
removed 800 sets of eating utensils, to know that if they
cannot get them all into their suitcase there is a spare
MFO box in the kitchen.
The cooks would like to wish CSgt M ortim er the best
of luck on his civilian Mess Steward course. He has been
practising recently by serving four course meals to the
Officers and SNCOs on the ranges.
Finally a fond farewell to two of our best customers,
the Ops Room, who have consumed over three years
rations of coffee in 18 months, and to the telephone
exchange staff who have managed to eat twice as much
as anyone else.
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BAND NOTES
To let people know the comings and goings of Band
personnel is som ething I rarely m ention, however since
the last Pompadour there has been a significant
Exodus, well, three to be precise. The first was
Bandsman Steve Adamson who decided to release
himself from bondage voluntarily at vast expense, then
C orporal Dave Squirrel who enjoyed a pint when we
knew him; however, civilian life seems to have worked
wonders, as he has been spotted playing on Songs of
Praise recently in the uniform of the Salvation Army. The
most recent departure was Corporal John Messenger
w ho has settled in Leicester, good wishes to all of them.
From departures to arrivals, the first is an honorary
bandsman, Major John Child, our new Band President,
w ho doubles as second in command as a hobby. The
Depot sausage machine continues to operate and a
further tw o Bandsmen have just joined us from Kneller
Hall, Bandsman C hris Blowers (a bit of a footballer so

the RSM informs me) and John Milgate, the son of an
ex-Band Sergeant Major. We welcome them all and hope
they enjoy their time with us . . . or else.

When we have guarded and baggaged the Battalion,
hopefully for the last time for another four years, it will
be music music music for us. Next year looks terrific
with appearances at many County Shows, seasides and
also in the London Parks. We will certainly be
representing the Battalion in our Regimental areas in no
uncertain manner. Kenya will be musical as well as
administrative so if you want a nice place to visit at
reasonable cost, come and see us as we shall be running
the R&R centre in Mombasa. Remember, all Bandsmen
are medically trained, so if you need advice and
treatment for blisters after your exercises there is a
discount for those with clean feet.

G oing round in circles at the Salamanca Day Fete.

PAY (NOW)
It was inevitable that we had to go to press at least
once before our return home where fe licity abounds and
Ireland is pushed to the remotest corner of o u r minds
never to return. This we know with all sincerity will not
be the last. People com e and people go so where better
to start than with our staff. The Paymaster is fishing hard
fo r the title ‘Longest Serving A nglian’. Cpl Pete Wearne
has departed for the delights of Bodm in, his relief Cpl
Dave W hiting has tried most unsuccessfully to convince
the RSM that he should be the man between the
uprights. Having failed in com m iserative fashion he
decides the next best thing to do is to volunteer his
services fo r identity parades w hich brings us to Cpl
Andy Swithenbank. Hope you are getting used to the
connection. Boycott and B radford C ity are bloody
useless. What a m ountain of a job the Pay Team has in
convincing him, anyhow, we all wish him well and that he
does not visit the other side of the co un ter in the DHSS’s
office in a few months time.
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Cpl Bob Ambrosino has premeditated that since he
does not partake in the sporting activities of the
Battalion he w ill get his special brand of excitement
whenever the MTO takes him on his driving test. It was
rumoured that there was never any shortage of laxative
on these days, however, in the end, enough was enough,
and he was successful. Our congratulations and farewell
also since he is leaving on our return to England.
In the meantime Sgt Alan Briggs had arrived to be
employed as the Unit Pay Sergeant but the way things
have been going Dunlop is about to offer a contract to
him for the masterful way he has dealt with the “ rubber
cheques” . He w ill be our rep on the Advance Party, with
the primary task ahead “ No secondary accommodation”
Oh those houses! Ssgt Chris Pennicott really gave
it stick at hockey, and had a really smashing time at
Badminton, however the monsoons beckoned and the
sheer delight of sorting and identifying the orientals
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